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Join all of your favourite In the Night Gardencharacters in this charming book of songs and rhymes. This beautiful book contains the words to
all of the songs and rhymes from the hit TV show, and takes us on a little journey around the garden to meet Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka
Pakka, and all of the other friends from the Night Garden. With a padded cover and gorgeous illustrations, this is the perfect bedtime treat for
little Night Garden fans.
Ten classic In the Night Garden stories to celebrate ten years of the show! Join Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy and all their friends as they play hideand-seek with the Pontipines, search for Igglepiggle's blanket and work out why Makka Pakka's trumpet is making such a funny noise. This
beautifully illustrated treasury of tales is the perfect bedtime book for In the Night Garden fans.
It's Easter in the Night Garden! But Igglepiggle has lost his special Easter egg. Can he find it with the help of his friends? Join all of the Night
Garden characters in this gorgeous board book, with a sweet Easter-themed story that little ones will love. This is the perfect bedtime read for
Easter!
From Newbery Honor and National Book Award–winning author Polly Horvath is this magical middle-grade novel about a garden that grants
wishes. It is World War II, and Franny and her parents, Sina and Old Tom, enjoy a quiet life on a farm on Vancouver Island. Franny writes,
Sina sculpts, and Old Tom tends to their many gardens—including the ancient, mysterious night garden. Their peaceful life is interrupted when
their neighbor, Crying Alice, begs Sina to watch her children while she goes to visit her husband at the military base because she suspects
he’s up to no good. Soon after the children move in, letters arrive from their father that suggest he's about to do something to change their
lives; and appearances from a stubborn young cook, UFOs, hermits, and ghosts only make life stranger. Can the forbidden night garden that
supposedly grants everyone one wish help them all out of trouble? And if so, at what cost? The Night Garden is a poignant and hilarious story
from acclaimed children's author Polly Horvath.
A perfect introduction to all your favourite In The Night Garden characters. This compact book comes with a cloth strap to attach to your
buggy, perfect for little Ninky-nonks on the move.
Once upon a time, Makka Pakka gave each of his Night Garden friends a special present. Find out what it was in this illustrated story book
featuring Upsy Daisy, the Tombliboos and the Pontipines! This sturdy first storybook features board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover
for little 1-3 year old to read over and over again. For more In the Night Garden fun, go to www.penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden
A Book of Wonders for Grown-Up Readers Every once in a great while a book comes along that reminds us of the magic spell that stories
can cast over us–to dazzle, entertain, and enlighten. Welcome to the Arabian Nights for our time–a lush and fantastical epic guaranteed to
spirit you away from the very first page . . . Secreted away in a garden, a lonely girl spins stories to warm a curious prince: peculiar feats and
unspeakable fates that loop through each other and back again to meet in the tapestry of her voice. Inked on her eyelids, each twisting,
tattooed tale is a piece in the puzzle of the girl’s own hidden history. And what tales she tells! Tales of shape-shifting witches and wild
horsewomen, heron kings and beast princesses, snake gods, dog monks, and living stars–each story more strange and fantastic than the
one that came before. From ill-tempered “mermaid” to fastidious Beast, nothing is ever quite what it seems in these ever-shifting tales–even,
and especially, their teller. Adorned with illustrations by the legendary Michael Kaluta, Valente’s enchanting lyrical fantasy offers a
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breathtaking reinvention of the untold myths and dark fairy tales that shape our dreams. And just when you think you’ve come to the end,
you realize the adventure has only begun…. Praise for In the Night Garden “Cathrynne Valente weaves layer upon layer of marvels in her
debut novel. In the Night Garden is a treat for all who love puzzle stories and the mystical language of talespinners.”—Carol Berg, author of
Daughter of Ancients “Fabulous talespinning in the tradition of story cycles such as The Arabian Nights. Lyrical, wildly imaginative and slyly
humorous, Valente's prose possesses an irrepressible spirit.”—K. J. Bishop, author of The Etched City “Astonishing work! Valente’s endless
invention and mythic range are breathtaking. It’s as if she’s gone night-wandering, and plucked a hundred distant cultures out of the air to
deliver their stories to us.”—Ellen Kushner, author of Thomas the Rhymer “Refreshingly original in both style and form, In the Night Garden
should delight lovers of myth and folklore.”—Juliet Marillier, author of the Sevenwaters trilogy
Explore shapes and colours, learn your ABC, and try counting with Igglepiggle and friends! This Little Learning Library contains four small
chunky board books full ofIn the Night Gardenfun. The simple early-learning concepts are brought to life with bold colours, playful text and all
your favourite characters from the Night Garden.
Join Upsy Daisy, Igglepiggle and their friends in the Night Garden in this gorgeous picture book. Upsy Daisy's having fun dancing, and she's
not ready to go to bed yet. Come play with Upsy Daisy in the garden, and then settle down to sleep as she does the same! The perfect
bedtime read for little fans of In the Night Garden.
No Marketing Blurb
Olivia—who manages both a mysterious, lush garden and a safe home for abused women—is investigated by a former childhood friend who is
now a cop after neighbors lodge complaints. By the author of The Wishing Thread. Original. 25,000 first printing.
A buggy book featuring Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka, the Tombliboos and the Pontipines! The perfect introduction to all your
favourite In The Night Garden characters! Suitable for the very youngest In The Night Garden fan, this buggy book with chunky board pages
is perfect for little hands. The clip-on strap attaches to pushchairs and bags, so is great for keeping little ones entertained on the go. A musthave for every little In The Night Garden fan!
It's almost time for bed in the Night Garden, but first Igglepiggle wants to say goodnight to all his friends. What a good idea! Let's go with
Igglepiggle as he gives each of his friends a hug. This beautiful picture book features Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka and all your
other favourites from In the Night Garden. It's the perfect bedtime read for little fans of the show.
A collection of interconnected fairy tales for adults journeys into a fantastical world populated by living stars, wild horsewomen, snake-gods,
and beast-princesses, in the first of a two-volume set by the author of The Labyrinth. Original. 17,500 first printing.
It's Igglepiggle's birthday! Where is his present? Lift the big flaps and help Igglepiggle find his special birthday present. What will it be? Happy
Birthday, Igglepiggle!
Once upon a time in the Night Garden-- Igglepiggle went to sleep in Upsy Daisy's bed. Can she wake him up with the help of their friends?
Welcome to the Furchester Hotel! This little library introduces the wonderful Furchester family, including Elmo and their friend Cookie
Monster. Presented in a slipcase box, The Furchester: Hotel Little Libraryis a fantastic collection of four mini board books. Preschool fans of
the hit CBeebies show can get to know their favourite monsters with books introducing Elmo, Cookie Monster, Phoebe, Funella and Furgus.
Perfect for little monsters who love The Furchester Hotel!
Count from 1 all the way to 10 with Igglepiggle and his friends in the Night Garden. With simple text and bright, vibrant colours, this chunky
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board book is a perfect way to introduce counting to little In the Night Garden fans.
Back in print at last! ABC for Kids is delighted to announce the re-release of a range of best-selling, award-winning children's picture books.
Including Children's Book Council winners and all-time favourites, no children's bookshelf is complete without these classic favourites. Twentyfour titles will be republished from 2010-11. Ages 3-5. When the sun sets and the moon rises, Sally and her cat, Strange, tiptoe out into the
Night Garden. transformed from neat hedges and flower beds into twisted shapes and creatures, the garden is now alive with magic and
adventure. An enchanting tale about the power of a little girl's imagination, brought to life by Elise Hurst's rich illustrations. Author extras:
there are two activities based on the Night Garden here - a word jumble and a colour-in page - http://www.elisehurst.com/downloads.html
Ages 3-5.
Take a flight on the Pinky Ponk with the Night Garden friends. Use the big tabs to turn the pages and press the sound buttons to hear all the
funny noises.
Pull the sturdy tabs to help Igglepiggle and all his friends pop, jiggle, jump and dance as the ball rolls along. Where is that ball going? Young
children will love this bouncy pop-up story story, with a special musical ending. Visit penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden for more

A haunting, star-crossed Young Adult romance from USA Today bestseller, Lili Valente. Once there was a girl with a heart as
black as night... Or so legend goes. But I know better. Grown in the Night Witch's garden and tasked with softening the souls of
men, the dream spells I spin keep the women of earth safe. Without it, they would be as miserable (and damaged) as my mother.
Let the humans call me names-banshee, nightmare, monster-I sleep deep and dreamless. Until the day I'm rescued from the sea
by a forbidden boy. Until the night we break all the magical rules and the kiss that changes...everything. Until the moment I realize
Mother's the one who's been spinning lies. Now I must choose-between love and duty. Between life and something worth living for.
Between the boy who owns my heart and a legacy as wicked as a witch's curse.
Meet your favourite Night Garden characters in this wonderful sound board book. There are six sounds to find, all relating to the
popular characters. Have lots of noisy fun pressing the buttons, looking at the pictures and going on your very own journey into the
Night Garden. . .
Once upon a time in the Night Garden, everyone wanted to make music so they all played together. But then they heard a funny
noise . . . This sturdy illustrated first story book features board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover for little Night Garden fans
to read over and over again. Find more In the Night Garden fun at www.penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden
Once upon a time in the Night Garden, the Tombliboos were riding on the Pinky Ponk, drinking their Pinky Ponk juice. Oh dear!
Pinky Ponk juice has spilt everywhere! Read this sweet story and find out who helps the Tombliboos clean up. This sturdy first
storybook features your little one's favourite In the Night Garden characters - Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka, the
Tombliboos and more! Board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover make this book perfect for little 1-3 year-old Night Garden
fans to read over and over again.
The Tombliboos decide to ride in the Pinky Ponk, but it keeps landing to allow someone else on board. Clues in the artwork help
children to guess who's next and the text encourages the reader to press the squeaker to let the next friend on board. This multiPage 3/4
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layered novelty book offers story, picture clues, pretend play and encourages hand-eye coordination to press the Pinky Ponk
squeaker.
Learn about shapes and colours with Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka and their friends in the Night Garden. Have fun
completing each activity using the big stickers to decorate each colourful illustrated scene. The perfect book for toddlers who love
In the Night Garden!
The Night GardenA NovelBallantine Books
Written by a child sleep expert, The In the Night Garden Bedtime Book is designed to help your little one fall asleep. The soft,
lullaby-like language of the story will relax your child, and as each of the Night Garden friends falls asleep, your child will feel
encouraged to do the same. The book features a bedtime routine to use before you read the story, and a relaxation technique for
afterwards too.
Learn how to play the bouncy jumping game with Igglepiggle and his friends in this colourful In the Night Garden storybook.
Beautiful bright illustrations and a simple story full of fun and surprises will enchant fans of the programme.
A delightful illustrated storybook based on an episode of the long-running preschool programme, In the Night Garden. All aboard
the Ninky Nonk, Night Garden fans! It's time to go for a ride with Igglepiggle, Makka Pakka, Upsy Daisy and the Tombliboos.
Once upon a time in the Night Garden, everybody went for a ride on the Ninky Nonk. But the teeny tiny Pontipines were left
behind. This sturdy storybook features board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover for little Night Garden fans to read over and
over again.
When the Stitchery Yarn Shop's matriarch drops dead in a fiery fit, estranged sisters Aubrey, Bitty and Meggie must reunite after
years of separation to decide the fate of the Stitchery and the family's age-old tradition of granting wishes by stitching them into the
fibers of hats, scarves and mittens. Original.
It's Igglepiggle's birthday - but it seems that all of his friends in the Night Garden have forgotten! Igglepiggle is sad to find that
nobody wants to play today. But there are a few things going on around the garden that Igglepiggle hasn't spotted. Makka Pakka is
painting a special stone, the Tombliboos are hanging bunting, and the Pontipines have made a cake . . . Maybe Igglepiggle's
friends haven't forgotten his birthday after all! Little fans of In the Night Garden will love this beautifully illustrated picture book,
filled with all their favourite characters from the show.
Once upon a time in the Night Garden Igglepiggle lost his way home. Read the story and help him find his way back. Part of a
series of enchanting stories, all based on episodes from this award winning show and written by creator Andrew Davenport. These
charming stories are perfect for older In the Night Garden fans. Visit penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden for more
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